[3D-Visualisation of the middle ear by computer-assisted post-processing of helical multi-slice CT data].
Post-processing of CT-data allows non-invasive 3D-Visualisation of the middle ear for diagnosis and surgical planning. In this study different post-processing techniques and the clinical application of a 3D-postprocessing algorithm in a large number of patients are presented. 20 normal patients, 6 dissected temporal bones and 213 patients with suspected middle ear pathology were examined using a low-dosage Multi-Slice CT protocol. Virtual endoscopic views of the middle ear and 3D-images of the ossicles were generated using a standardised algorithm. Evaluation of the image quality was performed. The virtual views of the dissected temporal bones were compared to real views. In 32 patients high-quality 3D-models of the individual anatomical structures were generated and displayed using different visualisation techniques. The standardised and evaluated method enabled visualisation of the normal middle ear anatomy. Assessment of different pathologies, especially malformation, trauma, implants and postoperative alterations, was facilitated. The high-quality 3D-models allowed precise imaging of the anatomical structures. 3D-Visualisation of the middle ear using CT-data is beneficial for radiological diagnosis and surgical planning in cases of complex middle ear pathology as a complementary examination technique.